
 

QT Pie and Friends 

Essence Statement: 
Have you ever wished you could fly through the sky? Well now you can! Play as QT Pie, a 4 year old who has befriended 
a flying Bunny named Fluff who is from a magical land in the clouds. All of his friends have been kidnapped by evil 
amphibians who wish to steal their magic and he needs your help! Soar to new heights in this game and save your 
friends in this mobile shoot-em-up!  

Summary: 
QT Pie and friends is a single player shoot-em-up where the player plays as QT Pie and works together with Fluff to save 
their friends! The player uses the touch screen and taps to move left or right to control QT pie’s direction. Fluff will 
shoot the enemies behind you while you avoid obstacles. The main objective of the game is to save as many as animals 
as you can without dying. Each level will require you to save a certain amount of pets. If an enemy carrying a pet gets 
passed you, you lose a life.  

The game starts out with QT pie and fluff avoiding obstacles such as rain clouds that will slow you and nets that will 
make you lose a life, trying to find where the kidnappers went. However the amphibians end up finding you first. Some 
of the enemies are trying to capture you while others are trying to run away with the pets and take them to their secret 
base.  

Throughout the game, the player will be able to upgrade Fluff’s abilities and unlock other pets to use; these will aid the 
player in completing the levels as the enemies will become more challenging. Later on the amphibians will be able to 
shoot and use nets to attempt to capture you.    

As the game progresses, the waves of enemies will become more frequent as well as the amount of pets you must 
collect. New ultimate ability mechanics will be introduced such as a fire storm that will be able to be activated when the 
player has done a certain amount of damage to enemies. 

Qt Pie will win each level when the wave is completed. To get the best 
score, you must collect the required amount of pets and stay at full 
health.  

Key Features: 
• Shooting: You automatically shoot behind you and kill the 

enemies that are following you. 
• Collecting: You will collect the pets  
• Obstacle Avoidance: Avoid the obstacles that will slow you 

down 
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